
DiTVe provides a comprehensive solution that combines traditional channel automation, 
playout and branding engine into one powerful channel creation and management 
platform. Accompanied by tailored satellite coverage, content creation apps, storage, 
backup and support, our solution encompasses everything a broadcaster needs in 
one package. Our innovative approach to broadcasting translates into a faster channel 
setup and a significant decrease in operational costs, without having to compromise on 
quality, product capabilities and audience reach. Thanks to our advanced client server 
technology, our broadcasters can work remotely at the convenience of their own office.
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Channel Creation Platform

Set your channel in just 3 SIMPLE Steps:

Fast file transfer.
Full support of all video formats, external streams, live streams and 
YouTube videos and live events.
Automatic file conversion and transcoding.
Integrated file verification test.
Continuous uploading through bad internet connections.
Automatic categorization with an enhanced manual setting.

Upload or Stream Videos

Smart scheduling process with time zone setting. 
Easy playlists and fillers creation. 
Fixed start time setting for non-flexible video clips scheduling. 
Video blocks setting for a speedy scheduling process. 
System alerts to notify about video schedule clashes and 
free space.  
Ability to plan months ahead and make changes on-air.

Broadcast Your Video Clips 3

Design Your Channel’s Layout
Easy design process with multiple layout and component insertion possibilities. 
Static or animated logos and images.
Tailored clock to the desired time zone, format, colors and size.
Customizable ticker: fonts, colors, transparency, layout, delimiter (image/animated) 
and speed.
Full or partial screen video display. 
Dynamic content insertion: RSS feed, 
Social streams (Twitter and Facebook), SMS.
Customized content: weather, finance, 
and more.



Control & Management

User permission management - keep operation organized and error-free by setting 
employee roles with their corresponding system access. 
Alert system - receive real-time updates on your channel’s status.
SMS moderation - approve SMS content prior to broadcasting. 
SMS reporting - keep record of all incoming SMS information.
Broadcast viewer - watch and monitor your channel directly from your PC.

Content Apps

To have a successful channel, broadcasters need to have relevant and interesting 
content that will make viewers want to stay tuned. Our solution incorporates content 
apps that can be fully customizable, and require just a few clicks of the mouse to set-up.

Dynamic Content:
Add weather forecasts, financial news, sport headlines, etc. and customize it to fit your 
audience and brand personality (for instance, choose relevant cities to display their weather 
forecast and decide on their layout and colors).

Islamic Prayers:
Automatically set all 5 prayer sessions into your schedule. The prayers will cut through the 
schedule, that will seamlessly return to the same spot it was cut off. Prayers display can be 
easily designed like any other template, by simply choosing the design and content to display.

Media files are stored and backed automatically once uploaded.

Storage

A backup system running concurrently with the main system is automatically activated 
when needed, leaving your channel working seamlessly without any interruption.

Failover

Support
DiTVe’s customer support department is comprised of industry experts qualified to 
provide quick responses and valuable advice promptly. Our team works 24/7 and is 
focused on providing clients with a fast, professional, and efficient service. All clients 
receive dedicated trainings and video manuals.



DiTVe is an industry innovator, providing robust turnkey solutions for satellite broadcasters. 
Our pride lies in our ability to keep processes simple without compromising on capabilities, 
making our solution suitable for both novice and expert broadcasters. Our team consists 
of industry experts holding years of experience who focus on guiding our clients in every 
step of the way. We operate more than 100 channels and provide massive coverage, 
connecting our clients to more than 400 million viewers in the Middle East and North Africa.

About Us

DiTVe Advantages

Cut costs  
Decrease setting up time  
Maximize revenues 
Increase viewership
Increase retention 
Fast and efficient processes
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